
MINUTES 
TRUSTEES MEETING 

BRACKENRIDGE ESTATE HOA 
THE BOARD ROOM OF BRACKENRIDGE HOA 

TUESDAY, 7 May 2019 @ 14:00 
 

 
1. ATTENDANCE  

Mr. Ludo Briet  Chairman (LB) 

Mrs. Robyn Eidelman Trustee (RE) 

Mr. David Brown  Trustee (DB)  

Mr. Sean Lance  Trustee (SL) 

Mr. Christopher Lang Trustee (CL) 

Brian Madeley  Trustee (BM) 

Peter Becker  Trustee (PB) 

Keith Miller  General Manager (KM) 

Mr. Wesley Andrews Security Manager (WA) 

Patrick Sassin  Plett Property Management (PS) 

 

1. Welcome 
* The chairman welcomes all present. The full board are present. 
* The minutes of the trustees meeting held on March 19, 2019 are accepted along with 
the adaptation of the policies on noise and on short term rentals. They are updated and 
posted on the Brackenridge website, as are the recently updated Architectural Design 
Guidelines. 

2. Matters Arising  

Use of vacant land at the lower Eastern side of the estate. The Trustees have a first exploratory 
discussion. They welcome the initiative proposed by the GM to examine the creation of an 
additional “phase” or small suburb within the estate which could possibly be more like a 
retirement village consisting of some 50 self-standing houses of approximately 120m² on a 
500m² stand. They note that this could be done while respecting an overall Open Space of more 
than 50% of the total estate. The Trustees stress that any initiative of this nature would 
obviously require prior approval by the Home Owners Association. 

A few elements emerge from this first discussion: 

• One option could be to aim at developing a Lifestyle Estate, with a private option of “Assisted 
Living”, but not including a separate frail care facility  



• Units would be sold on a freehold basis, meaning full title (and not “life rights” as in Formosa 
Garden Village)  

• We could seek a formal affiliation with the frail care facility at FMV  

• The existing structures of Brackenridge should be used and involved: trustees are not in favor 
of the creation of a separate corporate structure with a separate legal identity.  

Trustees agree that many more questions arise which should be put before the Home Owners 
before taking matters further. 

For example, would Brackenridge take on the role of developer? What would be the financial 
implications? Trustees agree to create an ad hoc working group to reflect further on these 
issues. Mr Peter Becker, David Brown, Brian Madeley and GM Keith Miller accept to be 
members of this ad hoc working group. Meetings will be called by the GM. The group will be 
entitled to commission preliminary ad hoc studies if necessary (initial budget not exceeding R 
60.000). 

 

3. Security 
• Wesley suggested that a plan of action should be put into place in case of a 
strike/shutdown or no staff arriving for duty. Six Trustees volunteered to do a basic 
training with WA on procedures and protocols relating to access control. A document 
has been drawn up and was handed out to the volunteers with step by step instructions. 
• A new golf cart battery charger has been ordered. Awaiting delivery. 
• The back entrance boom has to be replaced due to wear and tear. 
 

4. Fibre - FTTH  
Keith recalls that Telkom staff paid a visit just before Easter. Brian says that many 
homeowners have not yet installed their intercoms. He adds that these intercoms 
should have a direct alarm touch. Patrick asks what has been done in terms of 
Emergency Response. 
 

5. Finance  
Keith introduces the subject and concludes that the 6-monthly budget remains healthy. 
Trustees agree that a tougher approach must be taken with respect to homeowners 
who do not heed warnings to pay their (long-standing) levies. 
 

6. BARC 
Keith introduces the point and recalls that the updated building guidelines have been 
posted on the website. Trustees suggest that it might be useful to modify (i.e. increase) 
the building levy by making part of it refundable. That would give the GM greater 
leverage than the current system of a non-refundable levy. This would have to be done 
at the next AGM. 
 
 



7. Estate Infrastructure 
Keith introduces. The lower Bitou Glade circle has been changed and a speed bump 
added. Firebreaks are being cut with the “bossiekaper”. The path around the boundary 
fence is now walkable and rideable by mountain bike. 
 

8. Environmental Plan 
A meeting has been held with Victor Hesse and Jean Sparg. Homeowners and garden 
services need to be reminded of the need to avoid planting alien plant species. A 
meeting will be held with Mrs Jean Sparg and Mrs Eidelman on the 8th May to discuss a 
way forward for planting and alien eradication.  
 
 

9. Taxi Services within the Estate 
Keith introduces the point and suggests that the purchase of a Brackenridge taxi could 
be envisaged to solve ongoing issues of getting people around. After discussing this 
Trustees decide not to pursue this further because this is outside the core tasks of 
estate management. Homeowners are encouraged to organise transport themselves 
locally. 
 

10. General 
• Sean raises the problem that some homeowners have not left any parking space 

on their curb or driveway. There should be one rule that applies to all. Ludo 
reminds Trustees of the conclusions of their meeting of November 20, 2018 
(“each home owner should allow for parking space on his or her kerb and/or 
driveway”). Trustees ask the GM to bring this to the attention of the relatively 
small number of non-compliant homeowners.  

• Trustees are reminded that their next meeting is set to take place on August 
13th 2019. 

 

There being no more urgent matters to discuss the Chairman closes the meeting. 

 

Chairman      Date 

 

 


